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Abstract (en)
The present invention pertains to the technical field of safety helmet, and more particularly relates to a safety helmet with changeable chin-guard
structure, comprising a helmet body, a chin-guard with two holders, and two mounting plates symmetrically arranged on the two opposite sides of
the helmet body, wherein the mounting plates and the helmet body are fixedly connected, or formed in one piece, the safety helmet is characterized
in that each mounting plate is provided with two grooved tracks and cooperates with two movable nails, wherein one end of each moving nail is
penetrated into the corresponding track of the mounting plate, and each holder is connected with two moving nails, driven by the china-guard via
the holders, each moving nail is moveable along the corresponding guide-track groove; constrained by the moving nails and the grooved tracks, the
position of the chin-guard is changeable. In comparison with the existing technology, the present invention no longer requires the sliding grooves
arranged on the chin-guard, thus the bending strength of the chin-guard is enhanced so that the rupture strength of the holders is enhanced, in
addition, abandoning the sliding grooves on the holders can effectively eliminate the hidden problems associated with stress concentration, the
strength of the chin-guard is thus further enhanced.
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